One-word Prepositions 2
Write the most suitable preposition (a, b or c) in the blank:

1. He couldn’t work ______ his illness.
   a) following    b) by    c) as

2. He died ______ 1270.
   a) circa    b) on    c) outside

3. He fell asleep ______ the meeting.
   a) circa    b) during    c) off

4. He passed the test ______ being ill.
   a) despite    b) inside    c) behind

5. He seems to be ______ my idea.
   a) since    b) anti    c) as

6. He was shot ______ a professional killer.
   a) throughout    b) with    c) by

7. He was the judge in the case of Gore ______ Bush.
   a) gone    b) despite    c) versus

8. He’s ______ 50. He must be nearly 60 years old.
   a) till    b) by    c) gone

9. I am ______ your project. I will support it.
   a) despite    b) behind    c) unlike

10. I am writing to you ______ our latest products.
    a) respecting    b) inside    c) cum